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ABSTRACT 

Measurements of the spectral fluence and the ambient dose equivalent of secondary neutrons 
produced by 250 GeV/c protons and 158 GeV/c per nucleon lead ions were performed at CERN 
around a thick beam dump. The experimental results obtained with protons were compared with 
calculations performed with the FLUKA Monte Carlo code. As the available Monte Carlo codes do 
not transport particles with mass larger than one atomic mass unit, it is shown that for high energy 
heavy ions estimates can be carried out by scaling the result of a Monte Carlo calculation for 
protons by the projectile mass number. 
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1. Introduction 

The transverse shielding of high energy proton accelerators mainly involves the attenuation 
of the secondary neutrons generated in the hadronic cascade. A first estimate can be obtained by the 
well-known two-parameter formula of the Moyer model [l, 2], which in case of a simple structure 
often provides sufficiently accurate results. To verify the preliminary analytical calculations or in 
case of a complex geometry, one has to resort to a detailed Monte Carlo calculation. However, for 
ions heavier than protons, most of the available Monte Carlo codes, such as FLUKA [3, 4], LAHET 
[5] and MARS [6], cannot be employed directly because they do not transport ions with mass larger 
than one atomic mass unit. The purpose of this paper is to show that for high energy heavy ions 
estimates can be carried out by scaling the result of a Monte Carlo calculation for protons by the 
projectile mass number, considering the ion projectile as a bunch of free protons. 

Measurements of the stray neutron component produced by high energy protons and lead ions 
were performed at CERN around a thick beam dump. The dump was designed to absorb completely 
both protons (actually, a mixed beam of 2/3 protons and 1/3 positive pions) and lead ions 
accelerated to several hundreds Ge V per nucleon. The measurements were performed on the top of 
the dump using different types of rem counters and a Bonner sphere spectrometer, with a primary 
beam of 250 Ge V /c protons/pions and 158 Ge V /c per nucleon lead ions. For the former case, Monte 
Carlo simulations were performed with the FLUKA code to evaluate the neutron spectral fluence 
and the ambient dose equivalent and the results compared with the experimental data. Preliminary 
results were reported in two conference proceedings [7, 8] and some of them are recalled in the 
following for the sake of completeness. 

2. The beam dump 

An interesting opportunity to make comparative measurements, outside a thick shield, of the 
secondary neutrons produced by high energy proton and lead ion beams was available in the North 
Experimental Area of CERN (on the Prevessin site of the Laboratory), where several experiments 
installed in four beam lines are provided with high-energy beams from the Super Proton 
Synchrotron (SPS). The present experiment was conducted around an iron/concrete dump 
separating two experimental areas in one of the beam lines. The measurements were performed with 
a 250 Ge V /c proton beam slow extracted over 2.6 s within a repetition rate of 14.4 s, and with a 
208Pb82+ beam accelerated to 158 GeV/c per nucleon or 33 TeV total energy in pulses 4.8 s long 
with a repetition rate of 19.2 s. The measurements were carried out in April and October 1998, 
parasitically during physics data taking. 

The dump was designed [7] for a limit intensity of 5xJ06 lead ions per SPS pulse accelerated 
to 158 GeV/c per nucleon. The structure consists of an iron core 3.2 m thick, surrounded and 
backed by 1.6 m concrete and with additional 1.6 m concrete in front with a 40 cm collimator 
opening. The latter was designed to trap backscattered particles and thus reduce the background in 
the upstream experimental area. The design specifications of the iron core required 160 cm in the 
transverse direction. The dump is made up of blocks of standard dimensions which are multiple of 
40 cm. The iron core was in a first instance built without following correctly the specifications, i.e. 
by aligning on the beam axis blocks with the required total length of 3.2 m but with transverse 
dimensions of 160 cm (horizontal) x 80 cm (vertical). As this configuration only provided 40 cm 
iron in the vertical direction to the beam axis, additional 40 cm iron were added on top of the core. 
However, only the first 2.4 m of the core were then covered with the specified 1.6 m of concrete. 
The final shape of the dump is sketched in Fig. I. 

Monte Carlo simulations were performed with the FLUKA code for several primary proton 
momentum (namely 50, 100, 158, 250 and 400 GeV/c) both to check the analytical estimates and to 
calculate the neutron spectral fluence at various positions [7]. In a first step, the dump was modelled 
as a cylinder (a cylindrical iron core enclosed in a cylindrical concrete shell), because the axial 
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symmetry conserves the shielding thickness "seen" by the secondary particles produced along the 
primary beam track and escaping from the lateral surface. This permitted scoring into concentric 
cylindrical shells (i.e. rings) in contact with the lateral concrete surface in order to reduce the 
computing time. The results of the simulations were compared with measurements performed at 250 
Ge V /c at various positions on the top and in front of the dump. The simulated ambient dose 
equivalent was lower by a factor of 2 than that measured in most positions, suggesting that the 
cylindrical approximation might have some limitations. The simulated spectral fluences were used 
as a guess for adjusting the measured spectra in the unfolding procedure. The consistency of the 
simulated spectra with those measured was satisfactory. The real beam dump geometry was 
modelled in a further set of FLUKA simulations for a 250 GeV/c hadron beam, described in ref. [8] 
and briefly recalled in the following section. 
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Fig. I A schematic view of the beam dump. Dimensions are in centimetres. 

3. Simulations of the real dump geometry 

The simulations of the real beam dump geometry were performed for a 250 GeV/c proton and 
positive pion beam, separately. It should be emphasised that modelling the "real" geometry is quite 
difficult in the present case. In fact, as mentioned in the previous section, the dump is assembled 
with concrete and iron modules of standard dimensions so that slits and openings in between 
adjacent blocks cannot be completely avoided. The depth and width of such openings cannot be 
accurately measured because of the large dimensions of the whole structure. The geometry 
simulated at first reproduced strictly that of the real structure, but neglecting all slits and openings. 
Geometry splitting and Russian Roulette were adopted as variance reduction techniques for 
neutrons by subdividing fictitiously the concrete layer into parallelepiped shells 20 cm thick. The 
neutron fluence was tracked in a grid of void parallelepiped cells (width 160 cm, length 80 cm, 
thickness 40 cm) on the top surface of the dump, thus reproducing the measurement positions 
sketched in Fig. 2. The resulting values of ambient dose equivalent, calculated at locations C2-C5 
with the conversion coefficients of ref. [9], are listed in Table 1. The contribution of pure pion and 
proton beams is listed separately, together with that of the experimental beam (2/3 protons and 1 /3 
pions). 

The influence of the incomplete geometry modelling was investigated in a further set of 
simulations, as the results obtained with the model described above were lower than the 
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Table 1. Neutron ambient dose equivalent on the top of the dump. The scoring is made on parallelepiped regions 80 cm wide laterally (see Fig. 2). 
The positions are labelled C2 to C5 for consistency with results reported previously [7, 8]. The values are normalised to primary particle impinging 
on the centre of the iron core. The basic geometry is shown in Fig. 1. 

Basic geometry Basic geometry Reduced scoring Plus lateral wall With opening Basic geometry Measurements 
(pions only) (protons only) cell thickness and air between C2 and C3, (2/3 protons, LINUS 

only C3-CS (protons only) no wall, no air 1/3 pions), 
(orotons onlv) (orotons onlv) Fig. 1 

Position Ambient dose equivalent per primary particle (Sv) 
C2 (2. W±0.03)x ]()· 16 (2 70±0.06)x]()·l6 - (2.61±0.1 l)x ]()-16 (3.53±0.2 l)x w-t6 (2.50±0.0S)x ]()·16 -
C3 ( 1.49±0.0S)x ]()-16 (I. 74±0.02)x ]()-16 ( l.90±0.03)x ]()· 16 (I. 88±0.09)x ]()-16 (2.02±0. l 3)x ]()-16 (l.66±0.03)x ]()-16 ( 4. 74±0.59)x]()·l6 
C4 (l. 92±0.03)x 1 o-16 (2.24±0.03)x ]()-16 (2.48±0.04)x ]()-16 (2.49±0.08)x ]()-16 (2.28±0. l 8)x 1 o-16 (2. l 3±0.03)x 10-16 ( 4. l 6±0.53)x 1 o-16 
cs ( I.44±0.06)x ]()-16 (l .57±0.02)x ]()-16 ( l.7 l±0.03)x ]()·16 ( I.69±0.08)x ]()-16 ( l.60±0. l 6)x]()· 16 ( I.53±0.04)x ]()-16 -
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Fig. 2 Schematic view of the top of the dump showing the measurement grid. The positions are 
labelled C2 to C5 for consistency with results reported previously [7, 8]. 

experimental results (Table 2). The simulations were performed for protons only. In particular, a 
concrete wall placed at 3 m from the dump side was considered together with the floor. In the same 
simulation the air was also taken into account up to 20 m above the dump to include the skyshine 
effect. A further simulation was carried out by reducing the thickness of the scoring cells to 20 cm 
at position C3-C5. The influence of openings in between adjacent blocks was then investigated by 
considering a 2 cm aperture between positions C2 and C3 penetrating down to the iron core. The 
resulting values of ambient dose equivalent are listed in Table 1. 

Table 2. Ambient dose equivalent of secondary neutrons around the dump produced by a 250 Ge Vic 
proton/pion beam and by a lead ion beam at 158 Ge Vic per nucleon. The exposure location is C4 
(Fig. 2). Counting uncertainties are also listed. 

Ambient dose equivalent per primary particle (Sv) 
Detector Proton/pion beam Lead ion beam 
LINUS (4. l 6±0.53)x I Q-16 (5.83±0. Hl)x I o-14 

Studsvik ( 1.85±0.24)x I o·16 (2.60±0.07)x 10-14 

The following conclusions can be drawn: 
I. the ambient dose equivalent due to secondary neutrons in the case of a primary pion beam is 

slightly lower than for protons. The inelastic cross section for protons at high energies are larger 
than those for positive pions of about a factor 1.6 [10]. This scaling factor can explain roughly 
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the lower values for pions, but the ratios of the results for the different beams in the various 
positions obviously also depend on neutron transport in the dump materials; 

2. the influence of air and of the wall at 3 m from the side of the dump is negligible; 
3. the thickness of the scoring cells on the dump top has little influence, showing that neutrons are 

mostly directed perpendicularly to the surface of the concrete blocks; 
4. as expected, the openings in between adjacent blocks have a non negligible influence locally. 

The ambient dose equivalent in C2 increases by a factor 1.3, but in C3, which is at a higher level 
from the dump top (i.e. on the concrete step, Fig. I) the effect is almost negligible. The 
discrepancy with measurements (Table 2) should be attributed to other slits and openings which 
were observed in the real structure, but which cannot be correctly modelled in the simulation. 

The parallelepiped geometry turned out to be inadequate for calculating the neutron spectral 
fluence at the various positions, because most of the uncertainties in the considered 172 energy bins 
were too large (above 15-20%), with ten independent simulations with 5,000 primary particles for a 
global CPU time in the range 480-720 hours on a Digital Alpha Workstation. Therefore the spectral 
fluences calculated with the cylindrical approximation described in Section 2 were used as a guess 
for unfolding the experimental data. Fig. 3 shows the neutron spectral fluence on the lateral surface 
of the cylindrical dump upstream, i.e. close to the front surface, and downstream, i.e. close to the 
rear surface. The spectra in the intermediate positions have a similar shape and intermediate 
absolute values. 

The lethargy spectra shown in Fig. 3 have a quasi-constant behaviour for energies below about 
100 ke V, characteristic of neutron slowing-down. A broad peak can be observed at a few Me V, 
representative of evaporation neutrons following the intranuclear cascade. A second, more 
distinguishable peak is present at about 100 MeV. This spectral shape is similar to that found 
outside a 80 cm concrete shield of the CERN-EC high-energy reference field facility [I I, 12]. 
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Fig. 3 Neutron spectral fluence on the lateral surface of" the cylindrical dump used in the 
simulations. 
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4. Experimental 

Measurements of the neutron ambient dose equivalent and of the neutron spectral fluence were 
performed on the top of the dump using different types of rem counters and a set of Bonner spheres, 
with both primary beams of 250 Ge V /c protons/pions and lead ions of 158 Ge V /c per nucleon. 
Other detectors were used for the measurements with the 250 Ge V /c beam, namely a tissue 
equivalent proportional counter, a set of superheated drop detectors and other types of rem counters. 
These measurements are discussed elsewhere [7]; it should only be mentioned that the results 
obtained with the various instruments were in good agreement. 

One of the Andersson-Braun rem counters was a commercial unit of conventional design, 
namely a Studsvik type 2202. The other was a spherical version of the LINUS rem counter [13-16], 
which is characterised by a modified moderator to extend its response to several hundreds Me V. 
Two LINUS detectors with a slightly different sensitivity were used and the results agreed within 
the experimental uncertainties. 

Neutron spectrometry was performed with a Bonner sphere system. The spectrometer used a 
3He proportional counter, coupled with a set of six moderators: five polyethylene spheres (diameter 
81 mm, 108 mm, 133 mm, 178 mm and 233 mm) and a spherical LINUS (diameter 236 mm) of the 
same type mentioned above. The sphere with diameter 81 mm was also exposed with a cadmium 
cover. The response functions of the six detectors are given in ref. [ 16]. The response of LINUS 
above I 0 Me V compensates for the decreased sensitivity in the other measuring channels. 

The proton/pion beam intensity was monitored with an air-filled ionisation chamber at 
atmospheric pressure, placed in the beam approximately 20 m upstream of the dump. This chamber 
could not be used with lead ions, because its response to these particles is not known. Therefore, 
one of the detectors used normally by one of the experiments was employed to monitor the lead ion 
beam, i.e. a Cherenkov quartz detector counting pulses from individual particles, installed about 10 
m upstream of the dump. 

The spectrometric measurements were performed at position C4 only (Fig. 2). It should be 
underlined that the region identified by positions C3-C5 is not too far from the cylindrical 
approximation used in the Monte Carlo calculation of the neutron spectral fluence. During the lead 
ion run, measurements were also performed on the dump lateral surface at a position corresponding 
to C4, where the shielding thickness is the same. The results agreed with those on the top within the 
statistical uncertainties. 

The values of ambient dose equivalent measured with the two types of rem counters are given 
in Table 2. As expected, the dose equivalent measured by the conventional unit is lower by a factor 
of 2 with respect to that measured by the LINUS. This behaviour is easily explained by the high 
energy component of the energy spectrum (Fig. 3) and by the sharp decrease of the response 
function of the conventional rem counter above about 15 Me V. 

5. Neutron spectrometry 

The unfolding of the data acquired with the set of Bonner spheres was carried out by using a 
code largely based on the theories currently applied in the field of flux adjustment [17]. At each 
step, the code aims at reducing the X2 -value arising from the experimental data, while limiting the 
modifications of the group fluxes with respect to the values of the previous iteration. In order to 
avoid negative values of the N group fluxes, their logarithm is evaluated instead. As initial guess 
for the unfolding of both the proton and lead ion data, the output of the FLUKA code, normalised to 
the sum of the experimental data, was used; the number of iterations is fixed according to the 
accepted x2-value. The procedure introduces some approximations and thus several iterations are 
required to reach the convergence, finely adjusting at each step the previous distribution. 

As far the accuracy of the results is concerned, one can first notice that the experimental data of 
the Bonner spheres are always reproduced with a precision better than 5%, and in some case better 
than l %. In this case, the presence of other types of uncertainties (e.g. due to calibration) cannot be 
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ignored, thus leading to larger global uncertainties. As for the FLUKA simulations, they are 
characterised by strongly varying statistical uncertainties, from a few percent in the region up to 
I Me V to much larger values in the high-energy region, due to the varying number of neutrons in 
the different energy bins. Consequently, the reconstructed spectra are less accurate in the high
energy region, also because of the very low response functions of the detectors, with the exception 
of the LINUS. Moreover, it was verified that experimental alterations of the input geometry lead to 
modifications in the medium-high energy region of the simulated spectra, so that also the statistical 
uncertainties provided by the code should be considered only as a rough indication. In addition, the 
use of the FLUKA results as a guess for the case of lead ions is purely tentative, and the total 
accuracy is even lower. 

As a matter of convenience, due to the difficulty to carry out a quantitative sensitivity analysis, 
the number of iterations was fixed at 50, to reach a X2-value consistent with global data 
uncertainties in the range 3-6%. The uncertainties in the output group fluxes are thus largely 
undetermined, particularly above a few tens of MeV, where the reconstructed spectra only signal 
the presence of fluence, with a large statistical uncertainty in each energy group. 

The results of the unfolding are shown in Fig. 4 for the proton and the lead ion beams, together 
with the guess resulting from the FLUKA simulations for protons. Fig. 5 shows the counts per beam 
particle for each Bonner detector (the sphere diameter is on the x-axis) and the LINUS. 
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Fig. 4 Neutron spectral fluence resulting from the unfolding procedure for the proton/pion and the 
lead ion beams. The initial guess, calculated with the FLUKA code for the former case, is also 
shown. The data for lead ions are scaled to a factor of 144 (see text). 

The counts reconstructed with the unfolding procedure are also plotted; they are in satisfactory 
agreement with the experimental ones. The solid curve shows the counts per primary particle 
calculated for the guess curve from which the iterative procedure starts. 

6. Discussion 

The counts per beam particle (Fig. 5) of the spectrometry detectors show the 'ame behaviour 
for the proton/pion and the lead ion beams. The absolute values for the latter are larger, on average, 
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by a factor of 140. These results indicate that the secondary neutron spectra generated by the 
different primary beams have a similar shape even if the absolute yield is obviously different, as can 
be observed in the unfolded spectral fluences shown in Fig. 4. It should be pointed out that the 
shapes of the spectral fluences will nearly be the same if the same guess is chosen for unfolding the 
data for the proton/pion and the lead ion beams, as the ratio of the counts of the Bonner detectors is 
nearly constant. 

The results of the neutron spectrometry and of the rem counter measurements indicate that the 
neutron component around the dump scales with the mass number of the projectile. Multiplying the 
results in Table 2 for the proton/pion beam by the lead ion mass (A=208), one obtains 8.6xJ0-14 and 
3.8x I 0-14 Sv per primary particle for the LINUS and the Studsvik rem counters, respectively. For 
proton energies Ep above a few Ge V the source term for lateral shielding and thick targets is 
independent of target material and scales with Ep08 [I, 2]. The above figures have thus to be scaled 
by a factor accounting for the different beam energies: 

(I) 

where EP and Epb are the ·energies per nucleon of the proton/pion and of the lead ion beams, 
respectively. This scales the values for the LINUS and the Studsvik rem counters to 6.0x 10·14 and 
2.7x!0-14 Sv per primary particle, in remarkable agreement with the experimental values measured 
with lead ions and given in Table 2. The validity of this approach is confirmed by observing that 
when normalising the ion mass number A by the factor given by expression (I) one obtains 
208/1.44=144, in perfect agreement with the factor 140 determined from the spectrometric 
measurements for the ratio of the absolute fluences. The neutron spectral fluence for lead ions in 
Fig. 4 has been scaled according to this factor. 
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Fig. 5 Counts per primary particle as a function of detector diameter (the five Bonner spheres and 
the LINUS). The counts resulting from the unfolding procedure are also shown. The LINUS counts 
are placed at x=O. The data acquired with a cadmium cover are also plottedfor the 81 mm sphere. 
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7. Conclusions 

It has been shown that the spectral fluence of the secondary neutrons outside a thick shield is 
similar for light (protons) and heavy (lead) ions stopped in a thick target. It has also been shown 
that the approach of considering a high energy lead ion as a bunch of free protons is sufficiently 
accurate for the purpose of evaluating the ambient dose equivalent of secondary neutrons outside 
thick shielding. The neutron yield for hadrons dumped in a thick target can be assumed not only as 
energy dependent according to expression ( 1) but also linearly scaling with the mass number of the 
projectile. It should be underlined that this does not hold at energies below a few GeV, where the 
energy of the system (i.e., the energy of the individual nucleons) is of the same order of the rest 
mass of its constituents. Although one can expect that this assumption is valid for any projectile, it 
would be interesting to confirm it by measurements with another ion species. Whilst in a thick 
target the development of the hadronic cascade results in a variation of the neutron yield with 
energy as given above, with a thin target the high energy cross-sections vary much slower and are 
roughly equal to the geometrical value [18]. An experimental investigation of the neutron yield 
from high energy lead ions on a thin lead target is presently in progress. 
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